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Designing shallow tunnel linings upon the action of moving surface loads
N. N. Fotieva, N.S.Bu1ychev & A.S.Sammal
Tula S tate University Russia

ABSTRACT: The method of determining the tunnel linings stress state due to the action of moving surface
loads is proposed in the paper presented. The method is based on the analytic solution of the elasticity theory
plane contact problem for a circular ring simulating the tunnel lining supporting an opening in a linearly de
formable semi-infinite medium simulating the soil mass loaded by a uniformly distributed normal pressure on
the pan of straight boundary.
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1 INTRODUCTION
At present the methods existing ('Bu1ychev et al.
1984, Makarov 1985, Goncharov 1988, Fotieva et
al. 1996, etc.) allow to fulfil calculations of circular
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shallow tunnel monolithic linings upon the action of
the soil own weight, the ground water pressure, the

weight of buildings and structures on the surface
and the intemal water head (in the tunnels of down
pour severs). These methods are based on analytical

solutions of the elasticity theory plane contact
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problems for heavy semi-plane simulating the soil
mass weakened by a circular hole supported by a
ring from another material simulating the tunnel
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lining.

Tunnels located under highway main lines, ex
pressways and roads or streets with lively traffic
undergo additional loads caused by the transport
movement. The method of determining the tunnel

Figure 1. The design scheme.

linings stress state due to the action of moving

surface loads is proposed in the paper presented.

EO, V0 =deformation modulus and Poisson’s
ratio of soil, El , V1 = deformation modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the lining material; P = in

2 THE METHGD OF THE DESIGN

tensity of the load simulating the transport means
weight, L = distance between the load centre and

The method proposed is based on the analytic
solution of the elasticity theory plane Contact

the vertical co-ordinate axis; I =1ength of the

problem for a circular ring simulating the tunnel
lining supporting an opening in a linearly defor
mable semi-infinite medium simulating the soil
mass loaded by a uniformly distributed normal
pressure on the part of straight boundary.

transport mean.
The solution of the problem obtained with the

application of the complex variable analytic

functions theory has been described in the paper
by Fotieva et al. (1996). Afterwards that solution
has been generalised for more difficult case of

The design scheme is given in Figure 1.

Here Ro, R1 = external and internal radii of the

multi-layer tunnel lining (Fotieva et al. 1998).

lining; H =the depth of the tunnel;

369

A=-4 <61
H-R

The results obtained for double-layer shallow
tunnel lining from concrete with the internal steel
layer located symmetrically under the loaded part
of the surface were compared with data of nume
rical modelling by finite elements method and a
good correspondence of stresses in the lining lay
ers was displayed (Dubovenko et al. 1997).
The movement of the load across the tunnel is
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The dependence of the k coefficient on the A
parameter is given in Figure 2.

The computer program developed allows to
determine both the tunnel lining stress state at
any location of a transport means and the maxi

taken into account changing its situation with
respect to the opening and applying the dynamic
coefficient obtained from the well known solution

mal compressive and tensile stresses appearing in
the lining during the all time of moving the cer
tain transport means across the tunnel. In latter
case the two envelope curves (for compressive

of the problem for the load moving along the
straight boundary of a solid semi-plane. That co
efficient fg is determined by the following opera

and tensile stresses) of stress diagrams received by
multivariant calculations at different situations of

tions:

2G 1- G
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the surface load (the L distance changes with a
certain step) are being obtained.
If the load moves along the tunnel the envelope
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diagrams are not required and determining the

(4)

where G = the shear modulus of soil, V0 =the
soil Poisson’s ratio, p = the soil density, v= the

racteristics and located at the depth of H = 9171

transport movement velocity.

deformation characteristics and the unit weight

lining stress state is fulfilled directly from the so

lution of the contact problem mentioned above
applying the multiplier /C/IE. In that case the
length and width are signified as Za and I cor

12-1 Q, 1-1 Q,

-? -- <3>

respondingly.
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3 EXAMPLES OF THE DESIGN

The results of designing tunnel lining with
R0 = 3.4m, Rl = 3.0171 outer and inner radii
correspondingly fulfilled from concrete with
E1 = 30000MPa, V1 =0.2 deformation cha
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in soils having the E0 =50MPa, V0 =0.35

The limited size of the load in the direction
along the tunnel axis is approximately taken into
account by the correcting multiplier k obtained
as the relation between maximal vertical stress
appearing in solid semi-plane on the level of the
tunnel arch due to the action of the load of a lim
ited Za width and due to an infinite load corre
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sponding to the conditions of the plane strain.
Formula for determining that coefficient has the
following form:
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Figure 2. Dependence of the k coefficient onthe
A parameter.

where
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pg =0.0l7MN / m3 are given below. The
movement of two trains of 190 m length and 6 m
general width with 250 km/hour velocity is con
sidered. In that case /:CJ = l.6l9, k = 0.578
The distribution of maximal compressive and
tensile normal tangential stresses G31 / P appear
ing in points of the internal lining cross-section
outline at trains movement across the tunnel is
shown in Figure 3a by solid and dotted lines cor
respondingly. The same stresses og' /P on the
internal outline at the H = 15m depth are given
in Figure 3b.

From Figure 3, a,b one can see that the maxi
mal tensile stresses in the lining caused by train’s
movement may rich substantial values.

The dependence of ognm, /P extreme nor
mal tangential stresses on the H depth of the
tunnel is given in Figure 4.

The distributions of the og' / P stresses caused
by the trains movement along the tunnel at the
L = 0 are shown in Figure 5a (at H = 9111) and
5b (H = l5m). The same stresses appearing in
the tunnel lining at the L = 5m are given in Fig
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Figure 4. The oglm, / P extreme stresses depend
ing on the tunnel depth H, m _

ure6a(at H=9m) andeb (H=15m)_ GQ” /P

As follows from Figure 4 the relation between
maximal tensile stresses and compressive stresses
is almost permanent at different tunnel depths.
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Figure 3. Distribution of maximal compressive
and tensile GQ" / P stresses at trains movement
across the tunnel located at the depth of 9m (a)
and 15m (b).

From Figure 5,a,b one can see that the maxi
mal tensile stresses may surpass the compressive
ones at trains movement along the tunnel _

The method described may be generalised for
designing multi-layer linings of circular shallow
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tunnels.
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CONCLUSIONS

The method proposed allows to determine the
shallow circular tunnel linings stress state caused
by the action of surface loads moving both across
the tunnel ( in that case the maximal compressive
and tensile stresses appearing in the lining during
the all time of moving the certain transport means

may be defined) and along the tunnel. For

evaluation the lining strength it is necessary the
stresses obtained to sum up with the ones caused
by the action of gravitational forces which may be
determined applying the method by F otieva et al.
(1996).

As follows from the results obtained (Figs 3,4)

the stresses change their signs in every point of
the lining at transport moving across the tunnel.
Therefore if the similar feature also takes place
for sums of those stresses with the ones cased by
gravitational forces and by the weight of build
ings on the surface, it is necessary to take the en
durance limit of the lining material into account
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at the underground structure design.
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